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1. Introduction. We consider the Riemann problem for a system of conservation
laws:

Ut+F(U)x= 0; (a;,£)eR+, (1-1)

U(x, 0) = (^; X<°n (1.2)[[/r; x > 0.

It is natural to search for weak solutions for (1.1)—(1.2) that are self-similar, which in
this context means that they are invariant under dilations of the independent variables
of the form (x,t) i—» (ax, at), a > 0, or in other words, that they are constant along the
rays x = at, t > 0.

One of the standard methods for the study of the Riemann problem (1.1)—(1.2) is
the vanishing viscosity method, which consists of introducing a term of the form eUxx
on the right-hand side of (1.1), which results in a parabolic system whose solutions
depend on the parameter e. One then proceeds to determine the behavior of the smooth
solutions of this parabolic system when e —> 0+, with initial data (1.2) or some suitable
regularization of it. One hopes to obtain existence and additional properties of the
weak solutions of (1.1) (1.2) this way. The vanishing viscosity regularization is often
physically appropriate and, to an extent, preserves the Galilean invariance associated
to the system (1.1) by approximating shock waves by travelling wave solutions of the
regularized system. However, the self-similarity of the approximating solutions is lost.

If one wishes to preserve the self-similarity at the level of approximations, it is possible
to employ a variant of the vanishing viscosity method that consists of introducing a term
of the form etUxx, on the right-hand side of (1.1). This gives rise to the regularized
system:

Ut + F(U)X = etUxx; {x,t) £ R2+, e > 0. (1.3)
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This system often admits solutions that are smooth and self-similar, that satisfy (1.2)
and which are called viscosity wavefans. These solutions can be written in the form
Ue = Ue(£), with £ = x/t and UE satisfying the boundary value problem:

eU = F(u) — £U; £e(-oc,+oo), (1.4)
U(-oo) = Ui, U(+oo) = Ur. (1.5)

(The dot denotes ^.)
This approach was developed by C. Dafermos in [1]. Dafermos proved the existence of

the viscosity wavefans Ue(£) using the Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem. Furthermore,
he used Helly's lemma to prove the weak convergence of the viscosity wavefans under
the hypothesis of uniform boundedness in L°° and in total variation of the family {UE}.
The existence result remains the best available but it requires an a priori estimate in L°°
which can be problematic to obtain. The application to 2 x 2 systems was developed by
C. Dafermos and R. DiPerna in [2],

The theory of viscosity wavefans, as developed by Dafermos, has been applied to
several examples of 2 x 2 systems, as in [7, 8, 11, 14], including systems that change
type, [3, 4, 10]. Recently (see [15]), A. Tzavaras has employed the method of Dafermos,
plus a careful local study of the behavior of the total variation of the solutions of (1.4)-
(1.5) to obtain convergence of the viscosity wavefans for Riemann problems with small
amplitude.

In the present work we introduce a general framework for obtaining weak convergence
of the viscosity wavefans which relies basically on L1 uniform bounds on the viscosity
wavefans, plus some additional pointwise information. We apply this framework to the
following class of strictly hyperbolic Riemann problems:

ut + f{u)x — 0, f^ ^ c p2
Vt + (vg{u))x = 0,

(x,*)eR+, (1.6)

t ( n\ ( rm J («l,Vf); x < 0. n ^[u(x, 0), v(x, 0)) = < (1.7)
[(ur,wr); x > 0,

where / and g are smooth functions depending only on the variable u and satisfying

g'> 0, f"> 0, f'<g. (1.8)
The weak solutions of (1.6) may involve superpositions of a shock wave with a Dirac

mass, occurring at the same place. This kind of wave, called a delta-shock wave, was
introduced by D. J. Korchinski in [9] and further studied by D. Tan, T. Zhang, and Y.
Zheng in [13] for the Riemann problem with f(u) = u2 and g(u) = u. This nonstrictly
hyperbolic problem has no standard weak solutions (composed by standard shock waves,
rarefaction waves, and contact discontinuities) for certain values of initial data (ui,v{)
and (ur,vr), but the Riemann problem can be solved uniquely if one adds delta-shock
waves with a suitable entropy condition to the list of allowed simple waves.

Also in [13], D. Tan, T. Zhang, and Y. Zheng stated that the Riemann problem
(1.6)—(1.7) under the conditions (1.8) has no standard weak solutions when the initial
data evolves to an overcompressive discontinuity. Furthermore, they claimed that the
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appropriate weak solution for this case is formed by one delta-shock wave. This fact is
proved here, as an application of our L1 framework for viscosity wavefans.

With respect to the specific strictly hyperbolic system (1.6) with the conditions (1.8)
we note that a general result of well-posedness for the Cauchy problem was recently
proved by F. Huang in [6]. He built approximate solutions for the first equation in (1.6)
of both sides of the possible points of discontinuities by mollification of the Oleinik so-
lution for this equation. Then, by making a careful study of the characteristic curves
of a smoothing out of the second equation, he found the solution of the Cauchy prob-
lem as a weak limit. This solution is obtained in a generalized sense that employs the
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral specific for the system. Huang's entropy criterion agrees with
the entropy criteria found here and in the literature for the specific case of Riemann data.

Huang's work gives a very satisfactory account for the theory of weak solutions to
system (1.6) subject to (1.8). In this sense, the current work may, at best, be regarded
as a structure theorem, studying in detail certain waves that appear in Huang's weak
solutions. However, the Ll framework for the convergence of viscosity wavefans devel-
oped here, although initially motivated by the Riemann problem for system (1.6), is of
independent interest.

Our analysis begins by proving (just assuming g' > 0) existence and uniqueness of the
viscosity wavefan Ue(x/t) — (ue(x/t),ve(x/t)), which is the solution of

f Uj + f(u)x = Etuxxi Q g\
\ vt + (vg(u))x = etvxx

satisfying (1.7). The uniqueness of the viscosity wavefans is a new observation, even for
a single equation.

Our main result concerning systems of the form (1.9) is that, under the conditions
(1.8) on / and g, the viscosity wavefans Ue = (uE, v£ ) converge weakly to a Riemann
solution of (1.6) composed of conventional simple waves and delta-shocks as described
above. We call attention to the fact that such Riemann solutions are excluded from
the original Dafermos framework, since no bounds in L°° or in total variation can be
expected to hold uniformly in the sequence. The best that one may expect is a uniform
L\oc bound.

The existence and convergence results for the viscosity wavefans were proved in [12] by
D. Tan for the particular system of the form (1.9) studied in [13]. His proof of existence
of the viscosity wavefans does not generalize to the class of systems under consideration,
because he used the fact that each solution of the first equation in (1.9) is also a solution
of the second (when f{u) = u2 and g(u) = u). In addition, in view of the uniqueness that
we have proved, the viscosity wavefans obtained in [12] coincide with the ones obtained
here.

In [5], J. Hu extended the existence and convergence results of D. Tan. His ap-
proach departs sharply from what was done in [12], by adapting the general framework
of DiPerna and Dafermos to this problem instead of relying on the rather special alge-
braic properties of the solution of (1.9). In this sense, [5] is very close in spirit to the
present work, and a substantial part of our work may be regarded as an independently
obtained extension of the work in [5]. Aside from the fact that [5] and the present work
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deal with different systems, there are two aspects in which this work goes beyond [5].
One is the general framework developed in Sec. 2 for an L1 theory of convergence of vis-
cosity wavefans, of which the work in [5] includes a very particular instance. The second
aspect is that in the proof of Theorem 4.3 (i) and (ii) in [5], J. Hu used the Rankine-
Hugoniot condition to obtain the convergence of the viscosity wavefans in the case where
the Riemann solution is composed of a classical shock and a contact discontinuity. There
is no reason for a weak limit that is not a weak solution to satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot
condition. The technique for bypassing the difficulty here is based on an observation
by B. Keyfitz and H. Kranzer [8] (Theorem 2.3 in this paper), and which is part of the
general L1 framework that is the main purpose of this work.

The paper is organized as follows:
In Sec. 2 we present the general results about the viscosity wavefans U£ associated

to n x n Riemann problems (1.1)—(1.2) that constitute the L1 framework mentioned
above. The main results are the weak convergence of U£ and F(Ue), as e —> 0+, for
distributions involving Dirac delta functions, assuming that the viscosity wavefans are
uniformly bounded in L\oc and satisfy certain pointwise estimates away from the shocks.

In Sec. 3 we present the global weak solution of the Riemann problem (1.6)—(1.7)
under the conditions (1.8). This follows the closely related work [13].

In Sec. 4 we prove existence, uniqueness and a priori L°° and L^-estimates of the
viscosity wavefans associated with (1 -6)—(1.7). For this purpose we make a study of
critical points. All results of this section can be proved for a system similar to (1.6)
with the second equation replaced by a more general equation that is nonlinear in v (see
Remark 4.1).

Finally, in Sec. 5 we prove the weak convergence of the viscosity wavefans associated
with (1.6)—(1.7). We consider only the case ui > ur in which the solution of (1.6)-
(1.7) is composed of one shock wave or one delta-shock wave followed by one contact
discontinuity. Since our principal interest is the weak convergence for delta-shock waves,
we give the proof in detail for this case and indicate the crucial points in the proof of
the weak convergence for the classical shock waves. We observe that the I,^-estimate
obtained in Sec. 4 is 0(l/e) which is sufficient to prove existence but not to prove
convergence by arguments based on Helly's lemma.

In the case ui < ur the weak solution is composed of one rarefaction wave followed by
one contact discontinuity and the weak convergence can be obtained via the Dafermos
framework.

2. Viscosity wavefans. In this section we consider the general viscosity wavefans
of order n, i.e., the smooth solutions Ue of the boundary value problem (1.4)—(1.5) with
a smooth function F : R" —> R".

We present some results that will be used in this work and prove that, under some
conditions, U£ converges weakly to a distribution D involving Dirac delta functions.
This distribution is a weak solution of (1.4)—(1.5) providing that F(D) is defined in an
appropriate manner. Moreover, we prove that, under an additional condition, F(Ue)
converges to F(D).
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We begin by stating two estimates on the first derivative of the viscosity wavefans
which can be found in [15].

Proposition 2.1. Let UE = Ue(£) be a smooth solution of (1.4)-(1.5). Then

11^(011 < l|t>e(0)||exp(2Qgl^~g2) ; £ € R, (2.1)

and

re(0ll<7^ + (i + l^l)II^U; (eR, (2.2)
where ae = sup{||dF((7e(^))|| : £ € R}, 0E = sup{||F(f7£(£))|| : £ € R} and C is a
constant that does not depend on e.

Remark 2.1. The estimate (2.1) shows that the viscosity wavefans decay rapidly to
zero when |£| —> +oo, for each fixed e > 0. On the other hand, the estimate (2.2) can be
used on a closed interval I to obtain estimates of the form \\Ue I|l°°(/) = 0(l/em). For
example, if I = [a, b] then from (2.2) it follows that

\mO\\<^(Pe + \\U£\U; tie I,
where Kj = C( 1 + max{|6|, |a|}) is a constant that depends only on I. Thus, if f3e =
0( 1/e") and WU^ = 0( 1/e"), then ||J7e||L-,(/) = 0(l/^+1) on I.

Next we state, without proof, a Theorem due to Dafermos [1] which is the only general
result known about the existence of a smooth solution for (1.4)—(1.5). Its proof is based
on the Leray-Schauder fixed-point theorem.

Theorem 2.2. Consider the following boundary value problem with parameters /i S
[0,1] and L > 1:

(eU = nF(U)-ZU; te(-L,+L),
\U(-L)=nUi, U(L) = nUr.

Suppose there exists a constant M, depending at most on s,Ui, and Ur (and thus inde-
pendent of 11 and L) such that

sup ||I7(0II < Af, (2.4)
ie(-L.L)

for all smooth solutions U(£) of (2.3).
Then there exists a smooth solution (not necessarily unique) of (1.4)-(1.5) satisfying

(2.4) with L = oo.

The following result, due to Keyfitz and Kranzer [8], provides an interesting relation,
which is independent of e, between the viscosity wavefans and the discontinuous functions
of the form

Ws(0 = l^ 1<S' (2-5)
I Ur; £ > s.
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Theorem 2.3. Let UE = Ue(£) be a smooth solution of (1.4)—(1.5). Then, for each
s e R, we have /_+^[£7£(£) - WsCf)]^ = s[Ur - U{\ - [F(Ur) - F(Ui)], where Ws is
defined by (2.5).

Now we prove the main results of this section which show that, under certain condi-
tions, Ue —*■ D and F{UE) F{D) when £ —* 0+. Here D and F(D) are the distributions
defined respectively by

k

d = v+Y1 (2-6)
3 =1

and
k

F(D) = F(V) + J2°iCAi, (2-7)
3 =1

where <to = — co < <j\ < ■ ■ ■ < < Ofc+i = °o, V = V(£) is a piecewise continuous func-
tion that is a classical solution of the system in (1.4) on each interval Ij = (aj,aj+i),6aj
is the Dirac (5-function concentrated at cr, and

Cj = <Tj[V(a+) - V(a~)} - [F(V{a+)) - F(V(aJ))}. (2.8)

Theorem 2.4. For each e > 0, let Ue = Ue(£) be a smooth function of (1 -4)—(1.5).
Suppose that

(i) UE converges uniformly to a function V as above on closed intervals contained in
Ij = {<jj, ctj+i) for all j e {0,1,2,..., fc};

(ii) the family {UE} is uniformly bounded in L11oc(R), i.e., for each closed interval
I C R, there exists a constant M (which can depend on /, but not on e) such
that fj ||f/£|| d£ < M for all £ > 0.

Then UE —1 D. where D is the distribution defined by (2.6).

Proof. We must show that

/+OO ^
[Ue-V\4>dZ = TCrfiaj); 4> e Co°(R). (2.9)

-oc

Initially we prove (2.9) for cp 6 Cq°(R) such that supp^ C [<Jj — a, a j + a] for fixed
j € {1,2,..., k} with cri £ [i7j — a, + a] if i =/= j for some a > 0. Thus, the equality in
(2.9) reduces to

lim
<r^0+ ,

/-fOO (Ue-V)4>dt = Cj4>{(Tj). (2.10)
■oo

Following [13], we fix 0 as above and take %p £ Co°(R) such that

ip(.£) = 4>{<7j)! - P,(^j+P\c{(7j-a,(Tj+a), (2.11)

supp^ C [crj — a, aj + a] and \\ip — </>||oo < r, where r is a small positive constant. The
function ip is a sloping test function near to (j>.
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Multiplying (1.4) by ip and integrating by parts on (—oo, +00) we obtain

/+00
Ueildt = If - If, (2.12)

-00

where If = J^[F(Ue) - £U£}ipd£ and If = e Ueipd£ = ~e f*™ Uei[d£.
We have lime_0+If = 0 since ||If|| < ^ll^lloo J^-a H^H ̂  an(^ ̂  uniformly

bounded in L\oc (R).
From hypothesis (i) we have

(r-Oj-P p(jj+a\

/ + \{F{Ue)-iU^di
Joj—(x J

(raj-P fVj+*\ . fOj+ot
/ +/ ){F(V)-ZV)il>dt= {F(y)-tV)il>d£.

J Gj—OL J (Tj +/3 / J CTj — a

Using integration by parts on [crj — a, crj) U (<Jj,(Tj + a] and noting that ip(aj — a) =
ip(cTj + a) = 0 and ip((Tj) = <A(<7j) we obtain

lim If = 0fo)[F(V(fl) - + r+a Vtpd£
e^0+ J crj — a

r+oo

= Cjcpioj) + / V^d^

Therefore, in view of (2.12) we conclude that
r+00

lim
e-»0+ J_

Now, from hypothesis (ii) it follows that

/-t-00 (Ue-V)^dZ = CJ<P(aJ). (2.13)
-OO

r a \\Ue - V|| d£ < L, (2.14)
J a j— a

for some positive constant L that is independent of e > 0. So,

/ + CXD

(Ue - V)(p d£ - Cjtpia-j)
-OO

r(7j-\-Ot r><7j-\-Ct

< ll^-V'lloo / \\Ue-V\\d£ + / {Ue-VWdt-CjtifTj)
J crj—a

['^"(Ue-VWdZ-CjttVj)
J a j—a

< tL +

In view of (2.13) we have lim£^0+ || f^(Ue - V)</>d£ - Cj<f>(cj)|| < tL which leads to
(2.10) when r —> 0+.

If <t> G C0°° (R) is arbitrary, then we take <l>i,<j>2, ■ • • ,<l>k £ Co° (R) such that Ui £ supp <f>j
if i ^ j and

k

^<t>i = <fi- (2.15)
2=1
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Thus, we obtain (2.9) from (2.10) applied to each <fo. □
Under an additional hypothesis to the last theorem we obtain the weak convergence

of F{Ue).

Theorem 2.5. For each e > 0 let UE be a solution of (1.4)—(1.5). Suppose (i)-(ii) of
Theorem 2.4 and the additional hypothesis:

(iii) for each (eR - {ci, <72, • • •, Cfc} the sequence {Ue{0} is bounded.
Then, F(Ue) —>• F(D), where F(D) is the distribution defined by (2.7).

Proof. Let j E {1,2,... ,k} be fixed and let tp E Cq°(R) be a test function with
supp tp C I = [a, b], <7j E I and a, ^ I if i 7^ j.

Integrating (1.4) by parts we obtain

F(U£(0) = [F(tfe) - eUc - aUe}i=a + eUe{0 + ££/e(0 - f UM dv.
J a

Therefore,

/
°° F{UE)tp di = II + II + ll - It, (2.16)

where I\ = [F(UE) - eile - ^]c=a/>^,/£2 = etfu£tpd£ = -efcu^dt, I* =
Ja WeP d£> and 44 = /a V fa dV

From hypothesis (ii) we have immediately lim£._0+ tl = 0 and from hypotheses (i)
and (iii) it follows that lim£r_>o+ il = [F(U)-^WQVe

Since Ue —^ D (Theorem 2.4) we have lime_0+ IE = J^Vtpd£, + Cj(Tjtp(aj).
Now, from hypothesis (ii), we obtain

¥>(0 [ U£(77) drj < ||vp||oo [ \\UE{r))\\drj < L;
J a J a

tel,

for some L > 0 that is independent of e. So,

rb
lim I* = [ tp(£) lim [ U£{r]) dr)

Ja £-*0+ Ja
d£. (2.17)

In order to simplify (2.17) we calculate the function

ri
lim / UE(rj)dri; a.e. £ 6 [a, b}.

^0+ Ja

Let £ G [a, b] be fixed. If a < £ < a0 then, in view of the (uniform) convergence Ue —» V
on [a, £] and of the equality F(V(r])) = r}V{rj), 77 E \a,<Jj), we have

lim [ UE{rj) dr] = f V{r]) dr] = —[F(V(t])) — T]V(r])}\.
e^0+ Ja Ja

On the other hand, if £ > a:j, let a > 0 be such that a + a<aj<^ — a and let
E Co°(R) be a test function satisfying supp?/) c (a,£) and = 1 if 77 E [a + a,£ —a].
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Then

f (UE-V)dr1 = [\uE-V)(l-^)dri+ [\uE-V)^dV
J a J a J a

(ra+a /»£ \ r+oc

/ + \(Ue-V){l- i>)dr,+ (U£ - V)ipdrj.
J a J^—aJ J — oc

Since UE —> V uniformly on [a, a + a] we have

lim
E^0+

ra+a ra+a

/ (U£ - V){1 - ip) drj < ||1 — ̂Hoc lim / \\UE - V|| dr/ = 0
Ja e^0+ Ja

Similarly, we obtain lime —>0+ \\fla(U£-V)(l-iP)dr,\\=0.
So, lime_^0+ f*[Us-V]dr) = lim£_>0+ J^(Ue-V)^drj = Cjip(aj) =Cj, iff e (crj,b].

(We have used Theorem 2.4 to obtain the second equality.)
Therefore, integrating by parts the equality F(V(77)) = rjV(jj) satisfied for rj € (a, <Jj)U

fa, 6], we can verify that V(r?) dr) + C3 = ~[F{V(r])) - r]V{r])]{, if f € (cr,-,&].
We have concluded that lim£_>0+ f^UE(r))drj = -\F(V(ri)) - r}V(rj)]^, for all f €

[a,<7j)U((7j,6] and hence, lime_>0+ Ie4 = - XjV(f)[-F(^(»7)) -vV(r])]l<^.
Now, from (2.16) we have lim£._>0+ fa F(Ue)<pdf = F(V)tpd£ + Cj<Tjtp(<Tj), i.e.,

lim (F(Ue),<p) = (F(D),<p) (2.18)
£—>0 +

for any test function tp with support contained in a neighbourhood of cr,-. If <f> is an
arbitrary test function, then by using a decomposition as (2.15) we prove (2.18) for
<t>. □

Remark 2.2. In view of the Dominated Convergence Theorem we can replace the
requirement of the uniform convergence of Ue in Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 by the pointwise
convergence i/£(f) —> V(f) a.e. f £ Ij together with the uniform boundedness of UE in

At last, we show that the distribution D obtained as the weak limit of viscosity
wavefans in Theorem 2.4 is a weak solution of (1.4)—(1.5) provided that the distribution
F(D) is defined by (2.7).

Theorem 2.6. Let D and F(D) be defined by (2.6) and (2.7) respectively. Then

(F(D)-tD,4>)= 0; <AeC0°°( R). (2.19)

Proof. Let cr3 6 {cri,cr2,... ,0^,} be fixed and let <p e. Cq°(R) be such that supp^ C
I = [a, b], with Oj 6 I and ryl ̂  [a, b] if i ^ j.

Since (F(D),<p) = —(F(D),<p) and F{V) = fV on [a, tjj) U (cr^, 6], we obtain

{F(D),ip) = <p(aj)[F(V(a+)) - F(V(a~))} + [\<pV d^ - CjCTJr~(*,).
J a
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On the other hand, since {£D,<p} = (D,£ip) = —(D, ^ [£<£>] |, we have

= [ty<p\y + [tvvft. - j\^vd^ + c~m
z=°j

= -<p((jJ)[F(V{(T+)) - F(V(aj ))] - f £<pVd£ + CjVjtpiaj)
J a

= -(F(D),<p).

We have proved (2.19) for ip. However, if <fi is an arbitrary function in Co°(R) then,
using a decomposition as (2.15) we prove (2.19) for </>. □

3. Solution of the Riemann problem. In this section we present the weak solution
of (1.6)-(1.7) under the conditions (1.8). This solution is in self-similar form (u(f ),u(f))
where (u(£),u(£)) is a weak solution of the boundary value problem:

f(u) = fit,
d ; f e (-oo,+oo), (3.1)

j (u(-oo),v(-oo)) = (ui,Vi),

[(u(+oo),v(+oo)) = (ur,vr).

The eigenvalues and the corresponding right eigenvectors of (1.6) are

T

(3.2)

Ai = /'(«), n= (l, fl(Vg'iU\ ,) , A2 = <?(«), r2 = (0,l)T. (3.3)V f \u) — g(u) J
In view of (1.8) the system (1.6) is strictly hyperbolic (Ai < A2), the 1-characteristic

family is genuinely nonlinear (VAi • r\ > 0), and the 2-characteristic family is linearly
degenerate (VA2 • r2 = 0).

For each left state (ui,v{) the Hugoniot locus H(ui,vi) is the curve passing at (ui,vi)
formed by all points (u,v) satisfying

f s(u - ui) = f(u) - f(ui),
\ s(v - Vi) = vg{u) - vtg(ui),

for some s € R.
The portion of H(ui,vi) used to build the classical weak solutions of (1.6)—(1.7) in-

volving discontinuities is the subset S\(ui,vi) U D2(ui,vi) where

D2{ui,vi) = {(uhv) : v E R}

is the 2-contact discontinuity curve and

q / \ r/ \ s(u) - a2(ui) \
Si(ui,vt) = i (u,v) : v = v,—— r-r^r, u < uu s(u) < A2(u) \[ s(u)-X2(u) J

is the 1 -shock curve. Here s(u) = is the shock velocity.
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Remark 3.1. Since s(u/) < A2(«/), the function s(u) — X2(u) is negative on an interval
that contains «/. However, if — 00 < < m is the first zero of this function to the left
of ui, then S\(ui,vi) tends to the line u = uj when u —> i.e., its v-coordinate
becomes unbounded.

The 1 -rarefaction curve Ri(ui,vi) is the portion of the integral curve in the direction
of r\ in which Ai increases. Thus,

Ri(ui,vt) = {{u,v) : v = viex p (- [ 9 I, n dz) ,u>m
I V JUlMz)-Xi(z) J

The rarefaction curve corresponding to the eigenvalue A2 does not exist since A2 is
constant on the integral curve in the direction of r2, which coincides with D2 (ui ,v{).

The classical solution of (1.6)—(1.7) is obtained by using the curves S\ (ui,vi), Ri(ui,vi),
and D2(ur, vr).

If ur > ui the solution of (1.6)—(1.7) is the composition R\ + D2 that consists of the
rarefaction wave Ri connecting (ui,vi) to (ur,vm) followed by the contact discontinuity
Dz connecting (ur,vm) to (ur,vr). The intermediate state (ur,vm) is the unique point
in i?i (ui,v/) fl D2{ur, vr). This solution can be written in the following self-similar form:

ui; £ < Ai(m),
A!(u,)<e<Ai (wr), (3.4)

ur\ ^ > Ai(ur),

[ ( fug'(z) \
\v,exp[-   —— dz ; ^ < A2(ur),«(0=< V *2(z)-\i(z) J (3.5)
[vr; £ > A2(ur).

If ur < ui and s{ur) < (ur) the solution of (1.6)—(1.7) is the composition S\ + D2
that consists of the shock wave S1 connecting (U[,V[) to (ur,vm) followed by the contact
discontinuity Do connecting (■ur,vm) to (ur,vr), where the intermediate state (ur,vm) is
the unique point in Si («/, f;) H D2(ur, vr). In the self-similar form this solution becomes:

; ' (3.6)

v(0 =
vi; £ < s,

vm; s < £ < A2(ur),

^r? ^ ^ A2(wr),

where s = s(ur) and vm = j"'})-
If ur < ui and s(ur) > \2(ur) then, according to Remark 3.1 above, the right state

(ur,vr) cannot belong to Si(ui,vi) or Ri(ui,vi). Henceforth, in this case there exists
no standard weak solution for (1.6)-(1.7). So, we solve the problem as in [13] using the
delta-shock wave Ss which we present below as being a distribution of the self-similar
form (2.6) satisfying a condition of overcompressivity. With this condition we obtain
uniqueness of solutions in the class of the simple waves and delta-shock waves.
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Definition 3.1. Let S,5 be a distribution of the form:

Sg = (us(€)fvs(£) + c5s), (3.7)

where s is a real number, us is a function as in (3.6),

».<{) = I"' I < *' (3.8)
[vr; £ > s

and

c = s[vr - v{\ - [vrg{ur) - vig{ui)\. (3.9)

Then Sg is called a delta-shock wave for (3.1)—(3.2) if the following two conditions are
satisfied:

(i) the Sa-Rankine-Hugoniot condition

s[ur - Ui] = [f(ur) - /(«;)], (3.10)

(ii) the SVentropy condition

A2(ur) < s < Ai(ui). (3-11)

Some remarks are in order.
1. According to [13] we define us at s such that A2(us(s)) = s. So, from Theorem 2.6,

a delta-shock Sg is a solution of (3.1)-(3.2) in the sense of distributions if the product
cSs • g(us) is defined by

(c5s -g{us),(j)) := cg(us(s))cj)(s) = cs0(s) = (sc6s,(j>); 0 e Co°(R),

which is a Radon measure.
2. In view of (1.8) and of (3.3) a delta-shock Ss is an overcompressive wave, i.e., all

characteristics enter on the discontinuity.
3. The inequality s < Ai(u;) in (3.11) is equivalent to ui > ur because of the convexity

condition on / in (1.8). So, the following two conditions characterize a delta-shock Sg:

ui > ur and \-2{ur) < s.

4. Without (3.11), the distribution Sg could be another weak solution than S\ + R\
when s(ur) < \2(ur).

5. Taking ^ = x/t and denoting Sg by Sg,xj we can write

Ss,x,t - (us (y) ,ff) + ua) , (3.12)

where the distribution vg is defined by

/-boo t<t>{st,t)dt; ^eQR|).
-OO

So, vg is the Dirac-delta with weight c supported on the discontinuity x = st.
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4. Existence, uniqueness and estimates. In this section we show existence,
uniqueness and estimates in L°° and L\oc for the smooth solutions of the boundary
value problem:

{eii = f(u) — £u• , . ,
dt t m a- (-oo,+oo), (4.1)ev =-^[vg(u)\ - £v,

f (u(—00),t>(—00)) = (ui,vi), .
\ (u(+oo),v(+oo)) = (ur,vr).

We assume that f(u) and g(u) are smooth functions with g'(u) > 0 for all u on the closed
interval with extremes ui and ur, which we denote by I[ui,ur\.

Remark 4.1. All results of this section remain true, with small changes in the proofs,
if we replace the second equation in (4.1) by the following nonlinear equation:

^ [vg(u, v) + h(v)] - £v,

where h(v) and g(u,v) are smooth functions with gu > 0 on I[ui,vi], and g(J, R) is a
bounded set for each closed interval J.

Theorem 4.1. Let («i(£)>vi(£)) and («2(£)>w2(£)) be two smooth solutions of (4.1)-
(4.2). Then u\ = U2 and V\ = V2-

Proof. First we prove that U\ = U2 by showing that w := U2 — u\ is null everywhere.
We can verify that w is a smooth solution of the boundary value problem

ew = ~[wh] - £e(-oo,+oo), ,43>

w(—00) = 0, iu(+oo) = 0,

where h(£) = f'(u2(£)6+ (1 — 6)u\(£)) d6. (We observe that h is a bounded function.)
Let us suppose that w is not the null function. Let a and /? be consecutive zeros of w

with —00 < a < (3 < +00. So, integrating (4.3) by parts on (a,/?) we find
rP

e{w{(3) — w(a)) = / wd£. (4.4)
J a

(If a = —00 and/or /3 = +00 then we turn to Remark 2.1 to verify that lim^a- £w(£) =
0 = lim5^/3+ £«;(£)■)

Now, if w > 0 on (a,/3), then w(f3) < 0 < w(a) and f^wd£ > 0; and if w < 0 on
(q,/3), then w(/3) > 0 > u(a) and f^wd£ < 0. In both cases we have a contradiction
with (4.4). So, we must have w = 0.

Similarly we prove that v := t'2 — t'i is null everywhere since v is a smooth solution of
the boundary value problem (4.3) with h = g(u\) = g(u2)- □

To prove existence of a solution to (4.1)-(4.2) using Dafermos' Theorem stated in Sec.
2 (Theorem 2.2) we need to show that all smooth solutions (u(£)>w(0) °f the following
two-parameter boundary value problem

eii = nf(u) - £u,
£v = m^N(u)] - £«>d (4.5)
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i{u(-L),v(-L)) = n{ut,vi),
\(u(L),v(L)) = n{ur,vr),

satisfy the a priori L°°-estimate:

SUP IIK0)V(0)ll < M, (4.7)
es(-L.L)

where the positive constant M must be independent of the parameters L > 1 and /j, G

[0,1]-
Remark 4.2. The solutions of the first equation in (4.5) are monotonic. In fact, if u

is a smooth solution of eu = nf{u) — £u on an interval I then, by integration, we can
verify that

(0 = '«(£<>) exp ^ [fJ.f'(u(r))) - rj] dr^j ,ulc) =

for any £o G /.
As a consequence of Remark 4.2, the it(£)-component of any smooth solution of (4.5)-

(4.6) satisfies

sup |u(£)| < max{|^u;|, \l-iur\} < u, (4.8)
Se(-L.L)

where u = max{|u;|, |ur|}, which is a constant that does not depend on L > 1 and

f.i G [0,1].
Therefore, we need only prove that there exists a constant C that is independent of

L and [i such that

sup K0I<C> (4.9)
ae(-L.L)

for all solutions v(£) of the following linear (considering <?(«(£)) as a coefficient) boundary
value problem:

ev = £^N(«)] - 0>; £€{-L,L), (4.10)

v{—L)=nvi, v(L) = fj,vr. (4-11)

Lemma 4.2. Let v(£) be a smooth solution of (4.10) on ( — L,L). We claim that
(i) if v(a) = v(/3) = 0 for any a, (3 G (—L, L), then v(£) = 0 for all £ G (~L, L)\

(ii) if u( — L) < u(L), then a critical point £0 G ( — L,L) of v is a maximum (or
minimum) point if and only if u(£o) < 0 (or i>(£o) > 0), and furthermore,

K'OOI < max{|u(—L)|, \v(L)\}; (4.12)

(iii) if u(—L) > u(L) then a critical point £() G ( — L,L) of v is a maximum (or mini-
mum) point if and only if u(£o) > 0 (or i>(<!;o) < 0).

Proof. The proof of (i) is based on the same arguments that we have used to prove
the uniqueness above. We only observe that if v(£) = 0 for all £ G (a,/3), then v = 0
on (—L, L) in view of the classical uniqueness theorems about initial-value problems for
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linear ordinary differential equations. In order to verify (ii) and (iii) we evaluate (4.10)
at £ = £o to get

ei>(£o) = Vv(€o)g'(u(£o))u{€o)- (4.13)

Since g' > 0 and it is a strictly monotonic function, we conclude the proof of statements
(ii) and (iii) directly from (4.13).

We observe from Lemma 4.2 that if u( — L) ^ u(L) and v assumes three local extremes,
then v vanishes twice, which implies from (i) that v = 0. Furthermore, if u(—L) < u(L)
and v(—L),v(L) < 0 (or v(—L),v(L) > 0) then in view of (i), v cannot assume a local
minimum (or maximum). Also, if v(—L)v(L) < 0 then v is strictly monotonic. At last,
if u(—L) > u(L) and v assumes two local extremes £i and £2, then u(£i)u(£2) < 0 and v
vanishes only at one £ G (£i,£2)-

To prove estimates in L°°(R) and iloc(R) on v we need another lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Let i>(£) be a smooth solution of (4.10) on [a, 6] C (-L, L) with u{b) > u{a).
Then

r01
(3 — a

and

J \v(v)\dr) < c ̂ 1 + (4'14)

max \v(£)\ < cek ( 1 + - ) , (4.15)
£€[a,6] \ £

where c = max{|i;(a)|, |i>(6)|} and k = (u(a) - u(b)) max{g'(w) : u e [it(6), u(a)]}.

Proof. We can assume that v is not monotonic. Otherwise, the lemma is trivial. First
we prove (4.14). The proof is based on arguments encountered in [2] or in [15] in a more
general situation. Initially we suppose that 0 < v(a) < v{b) or 0 < i'(b) < v(a). So it
follows from Lemma 4.2 that v > 0 on (a, b) and that there exists £o £ (a, b) such that v
is strictly increasing on (a, £o), it assumes the maximum value in £ = £0 and it is strictly
decreasing on (£q , b).

Let a<a<£o<^<^be such that

0 < v(a) = v(b) = c < v(tj); t? € (a, 6). (4-16)

We observe that if 0 < v(a) < i'(b), then a < a and 6 = 6, and if 0 < v(b) < v(a), then
a = a and 6 < 6. By considering these two possibilities we obtain

r& rb
/ (v(v) — c) dr] < / (v(rj) — c) drj; a<a<P<b. (4-17)

J a J a

Now, for each £ € [a, £o) let £' € (£o,&] be the unique number satisfying

0 < v(0 = v(C) < v(ri); r) £ (£,£'). (4.18)

Thus, integrating (4.10) by parts on [£,£'] we get

e(i'(£/) - HO) = M£)ls(w)lf + [ [v(v)-v(£)]dri.
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Since v(£') < 0 < v(£) we have

I [v{r]) - u(0] dV < M«(0(5(w(0) - sMO) < kv(0-

So, if £ = a then £' = b and J^[v(rj) — c]dr] < kc (because v(a) = v(b) = c). Therefore,
it follows from (4.17) that

rPJJ a
(v(r]) — c) dr] < kc\ a < a < (3 < b.

Dividing this last inequality by (3 — a we obtain immediately (4.14) since v > 0.
On the other hand, if £ € (a, £o) we have

i£' <r-ev(0 < ev(i') - Mf(0[5(w)]| < liv(£)[g(u)]\, < kv(£),

^ \ti(since f [v(r]) - v(£)} > 0.
We have concluded that v satisfies the differential inequality v < on (a,£o), which

after an integration gives us

v{£o) < v(OexP f~(^o ~€)) ; £e(a,£o). (4.19)

If (,o — a < £ we evaluate (4.19) at £ = a to find

max |i>(£)| = f(£o) < cek < cek (1-1—
C€[a,6] \ e

Otherwise, if £o — a > £ then we take £ G (a, £o) such that £o — £ = e. Thus, evaluating
(4.19) at £ = £ we have

max KOI = v(fo) < v(i)exp (-(£0 - I)) < v{Oek.
ie[a,b] \£ /

Since v is strictly increasing on [£,£o) we get

max \v{0\ < ~—r [ v{r)) dr] < cek (1 + 7 V
€e[a,t>] £0 ~ £, Ji V £ J

We have finished the proof when v(a) and v(b) are both nonnegative and consequently,
in view of the linearity of (4.10), also when v(a) and v(b) are both nonpositive. Now, if
v(a)v(b) < 0 then there exists £ € (a, 6) such that v(£) = 0. By using (4.14) and (4.15)
on intervals [a, £] and [£, b] we complete this proof. □

Next, assuming that it; > ur we prove the existence of viscosity wavefans and give
two estimates for these functions. For the case ui < ur the existence of smooth solutions
of (4.1)-(4.2) follows directly from Theorem 2.2 (Sec. 2) in view of (4.9) and (ii) from
Lemma 4.2. Furthermore, these solutions are uniformly bounded in the sup norm and in
total variation.

Theorem 4.4. For each e > 0 there exists a unique smooth solution (uE,v£) of the
boundary value problem (4.1)-(4.2) with it/ > ur. Furthermore,
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(i) there exists a positive constant M, independent of e, such that

M
IMloo < M, Halloo < —; (4.20)

(ii) for each closed interval I, there exists a positive constant A'/, independent of s,
such that

/'
(4.21)

Proof. The uniqueness was proved in Theorem 4.1. In order to prove the existence
through Theorem 2.2 we need to verify (4.7) for any solution (u(0>u(0) of (4.5)-(4.6).
In view of (4.8) we need only to prove (4.9) for a constant C that must be independent
of L and /i. But, taking a —* —L and b —> L in Lemma 4.3 we have

sup KOI < cek ( 1 + -V
«G(-L,L) \ e)

where c = yitmax{|t;/|, |vr|} and k = n(ui — ur) max{g'(ii) : u E [fiur, fiui]}.
By taking v = max{|v/|, |vr|} and u = max{|u;|, |wr|} we have c < v and k < k

(ui — ur) ma,x{g'(u) : |u| < u}. Therefore, we obtain (4.9) with C = £_1efcv(l + k) and
conclude, via Theorem 2.2, that there exists a smooth solution (uE,vs) of (4.1)-(4.2)
satisfying the same bounds (4.8) and (4.9) with L = oo. We also obtain (4.20) by taking
M = max{5, zJe^(l + k)}.

To prove (4.21) we fix a closed interval I = [a, (3\ and take L > 0 such that I C (-L, L).
Taking \i = 1 in Lemma 4.3 and noting that ue(—L) > ue(L) we have

f \v£(r]) \ drj < ce(L)(/3 - a + ke{L))

where ke(L) = (uE(—L),u£(L))m&x{g'(u) : u € [ue(L), u£(—L)]} and ce(L) =
max{|u£(-L)|, |ue(L)|}.

Now, when L —+ oo we have that ce(L) —> v and

ke(L) (ui - ur) ma.x{g'(u) : u G [ur,ui]} < k.

Therefore, we have proved (4.21) with Kj = v((3 — a + k). □

5. Convergence. In this section we prove the weak convergence of the viscosity
wavefans associated with the Riemann problem (1.6)—(1.7) for ui > ur. We assume the
conditions in (1.8) on / and g.

In the following (u£,v£) denotes the viscosity wavefans in the self-similar form, i.e.,
the solutions of (4.1)-(4.2) that, in conforming with Sec. 4, are unique for each e > 0.
Also, us and vs denote respectively the discontinuities (3.6) and (3.8) at £ = s where

s _ fM - /(»')
Ur — Ui

We begin by stating a result that can be found in [13].
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Lemma 5.1. For each e > 0 there exists a unique such that = Ai(uE(££)) and
lim^oCr = s- Furthermore

(a) there exists a constant Mi, independent of s, such that

M£)l < ~J~exP ; ^€(-oo,+oo); (5.2)

(b) u£ converges to us uniformly on (—oo, s — a] U [s + a, oo) for any a > 0.

In view of Lemma 5.1 we can apply Theorem 2.4 (Sec. 2) to verify the weak convergence
u£ —k us.

Next we pursue the weak convergence of v£. For this we will return to Lemma 5.1
later.

Proposition 5.2. For each e > 0 there exists a unique r]£ such that

Ve = A2(we(r?e)). (5.3)

Furthermore, < r/s and

lim rj£ — max{s, A2(ur)}. (5-4)
e—>0

Proof. Since A2(m£) is a decreasing smooth function in ( —oo,+oo) (because g' > 0
and u£ < 0) it has a unique fixed point rj£. From (1.8) it follows that < r)£.

Since r]£ is a bounded sequence, it suffices to prove that all convergent subsequences
of r]£ converge to max{s, A2(u,-)}. So, let r]£n be a subsequence converging to some r/o-
Taking n —> oo on inequality ££n < r)£n we have from Lemma 5.1 that s < t]q.

If s < r/o then from Lemma 5.1 (item (b)) it follows that u£n(rj£n) —> ur and so from
(5.3) we have s < r/o = A-2(u, )- Therefore, in this case t?0 = max{s, A2(wr)}-

If s = r/o we must have again t]q = max{s, A2(ur)} because, otherwise, if s < A2(m,.)
then s < A2(itr) < ^2(us„(Ve„)) = Ve„ an<l taking n —> oo we could arrive at the
contradiction s < A2(ur) < Vo-

Now we prove an estimate for v£ in terms of the auxiliary function

E£(£) := max jexp ,exp ~ Ve)2^j j I £€ (-00,+00).

Proposition 5.3. There exists a constant C, independent of e, such that

\MO\<^Ee(t)(i + \t-Ve\), (eR. (5.5)

Proof. Integrating the second equation in (4.1) we obtain

M£) = + M£); 6 e (-00,+00), (5.6)

where ae(f) = i>e{Ve) exp( j /£ [X2(ue{r])) - ??] dr]) and

b^-\j v£(T)\2(u£(T))exip [^2 (u£ (v))~ V]dv\ dr.
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From the monotonicity of \-2{u£) and from the definition of t)£ it follows that

exp J [A2 («*(»?)) - 77] dr]^j < exp ~ < K(0 (5.7)

for all £ G (—oo,+oo).
From (4.20) we have ||(ue,ve)||oo = 0(l/e) and \\{f{u£),v£\2{u£))\\00 = 0(l/e).

Hence, taking I = [A2(ur), A2(u/)] and p = 1 in Remark 2.1 it follows that |flg(£)| < C\/e2
for all £ G /, where C\ depends only on A2(u;) and A2(ur). Since i]e £ /, we have
\ve{r)e)\ < Ci/e2 and so

M£)l < ^r#e(0; £ e (-00,+00). (5.8)

On the other hand, from Lemma 5.1 (item (a)) and (4.20) we get

KM M,IMOI < £3 / exp(- / ^:(T-^)2) dT

C2 r F£{i,T)d,T
'Ve

where K = max{^(w) : u G [ur,ui]}, C2 = KMM\, and

0 < F£(£,t) ■= exp f-̂ J [A2(us(v)) - V] drj - y£{t ~

Therefore, \be(£)\ < (C2/e3)|£ - Ve\max{Fe(£, r) : r e /[£,»7e]}, where /[£, r?e] denotes
the closed interval with extremes £ and rye.

If To is a critical point of /v(£, •) for each fixed £, then we can check that

~F£{^,t0) = -^A2(ue(ro))F£(C,ro) > 0

to conclude that -F£(£, •) cannot have a local maximum point.
Therefore, max{F£(£,r) : r € I[£,r)£]} = max{Fe(£, %), Fe(£,£)} < Es(£) and so

l&e(OI<§rlf-%l Ee(0- (5-9)
From (5.6), (5.8), and (5.9) we obtain (5.5) with C = maxjCi,^}. □
The next result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.3. We omit the proof.

Corollary 5.4. There exists a constant C that is independent of e such that

MO I < §exp(-^(&-02) [i + &-£]; £<£,> (5-10)

IMOI<^; 0 < £ < rk,

M£)l < ^exP (~^(^"^)2) [1+ £-%]; Ve<£- (5.11)

In the following, sr = max{s, A2(m, )}.
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Corollary 5.5. For any 0 < a < L we have
(a) ve —> 0 uniformly on [s — L, s — a\ U [sr + a, sr + L\;
(b) if s < A2(ur) then v£ —> 0 uniformly on [s — a, \2{ur) + a] (here 2a < A2(ur) — s);
(c) vE —> vs uniformly on (—00, s — a] U [sr + a, +00).

Proof. Since —■<■ s and rje —> sr (Proposition 5.2) we conclude from Corollary 5.4
that there exists a constant C and £q > 0 such that

M£)l < ^exp 5 £<£o,

if £ € [s — L, s — a] U [sr + a,sr + L] (in this case C depends only on a and L) or if
£ £ [s + Q, X-2(ur) — a] when s < A2(ur) = sr (in this case C depends only on a).

The conclusions of (a) and (b) follow immediately by the inequality above when e —■>
0+.

Now if rj < £ < s — a, then from (5.10) we have

t\vM\de< Ciller,) + I*(Z,v)\, (5.12)
J 71

where

flA^v) = J exp (^-^(4- - d9,

^ / (61 0)exp - 0j2^J

?6XP ? 6XP - r?)1

and C is a constant that does not depend on £, 77, and e.
obtain

y/2~e r+co

Taking a = ^7= and r) —> — 00 we obtain

/or /- + oo
/*(£,-00) = —3- / exp(—cr2) da.

eJ
v/27

Since —> s there exists £0 > 0 such that ^ if e < £q. Consequently, for

e < £0 we have (£, —00) < f+^ exp(—cr2) da and

P.«. -00) = 3 »p (-!({« - fl2) < I exp (-|) .

Making 77 —> — 00 in (5.12) we have

y/2 [+oc 2\ 1 (
|vz - m£)| < / exp(-a ) dcr + ^ exp I - — I ; e < £0.

2n/2£

Hence we obtain (c) on (—00, s — a] since

1 f+°° 1 f a2\lim „ -= / exp(—a2) da = 0 = lim exp [ ) .£2V^Aj*-, s-+0£2 V 8£j
2V2e

Similarly we prove (c) on [sr + a, +00). □
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Now we can prove the weak convergence of the viscosity wavefans to the delta-shock
Ss.

Theorem 5.6. Suppose u; > ur and A2(ur) < s. Then (u£,v£) —*■ Ss as e —» 0+.

Proof. As a consequence of Corollary 5.5 (item (c)) and from Lemma 5.1 (item (b))
we have the uniform convergence (u£,v£) —> (us,vs) on each closed interval contained on
(—00, s) U (s,+00), since sr = \2(ur). Putting together this fact with (ii) from Theorem
4.4 of Sec. 4 we can apply Theorem 2.4 of Sec. 2 to obtain immediately the result. □

Next we give a sketch of the proof of the weak convergence (u£,v£) —*■ (us,vs) when
ui > ur and s < A2(ur).

First, we observe that the family {ve } is uniformly bounded on each closed interval 7 C
(s, A2(ur))- In fact, denoting by |/| the length of I and writing |i>e(£o)| = jyj fj |fe(£o) —
ve{rf) + v£(r)) | drj we have, for each £0 El:

M&)| < |y| (IMl°°(j)) JI^°~T]\dT]+ JT\ dr] - Cl + ]7['
where A'/ and Cj are constants that depend only I. Ki is obtained from (4.21) and C'i
is such that |/| ||ue||i,=o(/) < C/ since v£ —> 0 uniformly on I (Corollary 5.5 item (b)).

Second, in view of the boundedness above and the uniform convergence v£ —> 0 on
closed intervals contained in (s, A2(ur)) we can prove that there exists a constant vm such
that v£ —» vm uniformly on [A2(ur) — a, X2(ur) + a] for each a > 0. So, from Lemma 5.1
and Corollary 5.5 (item (c)) we can conclude that (u£,ve) —> (us,v) uniformly on each
closed interval contained in (—00, s) U (s, A2(ur)) U (A2(ur),+oo) where

vr, £ < s,
v(0 = {vm; s < £ < A2(ur), (5.13)

vr-, A2{ur) <

Third, we apply Theorem 2.4 to conclude that {u£,vs) (us,v + c5s) where

C = s[Vm - v{\ - [vmM(ur) ~ «/A2(?X;)]-

The constant that could appear multiplying <5A2(ur) is trivially zero.
At last, we prove that c = 0, which is equivalent to proving that (uT,vm) belongs to

the 1-shock curve S\(ui,vi) if vi 0. In view of the linearity of the second equation in
(4.1) we need only to prove that c = 0 for the following two cases.

Case 1: 0 < vi and vr =vi + 1 where vi is such that

s[vi - vi] = A2{ur)vi - (5.14)

i.e., the state (ur,V{) belongs to the 1-shock curve S\(ui,vi). We can verify easily that
vi > Vl.

In this case we claim that v£ is uniformly bounded on an interval that contains s. In
fact, if v£ is not monotonic then, since vr > vi > vi > 0 there exists a unique maximum
point t£ of v£ and a unique point a£ satisfying vi < v£(£) < v£(a£) = vr if £ € (—00, a£)
and v£{rf) > vr if 7/ E (a£,oo). Therefore, from Theorem 2.3 we obtain

/aE r+00K(0 - v{] d£+ [ue(£) - vr] d£ = a£[vr - vt] - [vrX2(ur) - u;A2(it/)].
-OO J Ck£
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So, from (5.14) we have

aE[vr - vt] > [vr\2{ur) - vi\2(ui)] = s[vr - vi] + A2{ur) - s,

i.e., ae - s > k := We observe that the positive constant k depends only on
ui,ur,vi, and vr.

Thus, vi < ve(£) < vr\^ € (—oo,s + k], since (—oo,s + k] C (—oo,ae). The last
inequalities remain valid if v£ is monotonic.

Hence, lime_o J^j ve(C) = /3[vm + vi), where we have applied the Dominated
Convergence Theorem.

On the other hand, integrating the second equation in (4.1) on the set [s — fi,s) U
(s, s + 0} C [—oo, s + fc] and taking e —> 0 we find

/*S+/3
lim / ve = lim[et)e(0 + ^e(0 - ve{£)g(ue{(;))}sst0 = c + 0[vm + vt].
r~u J- -a

Therefore c = 0 and ve converges weakly to v in (5.13) with vm = vi ) •
Case 2: vi = 0 < vr. We prove that c = 0 for this case using the same arguments as

in Case 1 above. So, ve converges weakly to v in (5.13) with vm = 0 = vi.
Now, for the general case we prove weak convergence by using Cases 1 and 2 above

and the linearity of (4.1) with respect to v. For example, if vr < 0 < f;, then the (unique)
solution of (4.1)-(4.2) is (ue,v\ where (u£, vl), (u£, v^), and (ue,v£) are the
solutions of (4.1) satisfying ue{—oo) = ut, uE(+oo) = ur, vl(—oo) = Vi, v£(+oo) = v[ +1,
v£(—oo) = 0, i>£(+oo) = W + 1, v£( — oo) = 0, and i>£(+oo) = — vr. We observe that
(ue,v\) corresponds to Case 1 and that (ue,v%) and (uE,v?) correspond to Case 2.

So, in this example we obtain (u£, v* — v£, —v£) —>■ (us, v) where v is the function in

(5.13) with vm = vi IZxllZ] ■
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